
Ultra Plus Identifier  Cuffs 
What the Best Dressed Criminals are Wearing 

®

The patented design of ASP Chain and Hinge 
Handcuffs provides the safest restraint in the industry.  
The flat contact surface and smooth action prevents 
injury during application.  All edges of the frame, 
cheek plate and bow are rounded to minimize the 
potential for nerve damage.  The conical geometry of 
the cuff securely holds both small and large wrists. 
 
Forged Frame Technology reduces injury potential 
from excessive lateral stress due to improper 
handcuff application.  Identifier Plus Cuffs can be 
double locked without a key by pressing the high 
visibility actuator.  It is easily checked to assure 
activation.  Cuffs that are too tight may be loosened 
and locked without removing the key from the cuff. 
The two-sided lock release is recessed and easily 
accessed without trauma to the subject.  Both the 
single and double lock are released by turning the 
key in one direction.

Identifier Plus handcuffs add permanent color options 
to this world class design.  They are a replaceable 
component of the handcuff frame.

Two categories of Identifier Plus Cuffs are available. 
The Law Enforcement Series provides Chain 
and Hinge Tactical Handcuffs in blue and gray.  
Corrections cuffs are offered in high visibility yellow 
and pink.  Custom colors are available with a $250 
set-up charge and minimum order of 20 restraints.

Identifier Plus handcuffs can readily distinguish the 
restraints of specific agencies or divisions.  They may 
be used to designate the security threat or medical 
condition of subjects.  They add the final level of 
safety to the most secure series of handcuffs on the 
market.



ASP Ultra Plus Identifier Cuffs . . . Safe and Secure

Identifier Ultra Plus Cuffs © 2023 ASP

Identifier® Chain and Hinge cuffs are produced in two tactical and two high visibility colors.  
Custom colors are available with a $250 set-up charge and minimum order of 20 restraints.
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Advanced Technology Cases 
are specifically designed for ASP 
restraints.

Background
Precision forged
Keyless double lock
Forged frame

  High contact face
No sharp edges

  Permanent color options
Extremely lightweight

  Interchangeable Lock Set
  Recessed keyway
  Double lock indicator (colored)
  Two-sided lock release
  One-direction single and double lock release

 Tested to NIJ Standard 1001.00

Specifications
Length (Chain) 9.4"          239 mm 
Length (Hinge) 9.125"          232 mm 
Weight (Chain) 9 ounces          255 grams 
Weight (Hinge) 10.5 ounces          298 grams
Width                     3.125''          79 mm
System                  Replaceable Lock Set 
Construction Forged aluminum 
Edge Radius .035'' minimum (1 mm) 

Frame
Computer designed
Forged Frame Technology
7075 aluminum
Precision machined
Heat treated
Bow guides
Spiral connecting pins
Beveled keyways

Chain Link
Stainless steel
Free rotating swivel

Hinge Link
Stainless steel
Four point rotation

Lock Sets
Replaceable
Dual keyways
Stainless security block
Stainless security posts
Color coded double lock indicator

Dual release lock bar (pawl)
One pawl (Yellow) 
Two pawl (Blue*)
Slip pawl (Red)

Single spring double lock bar
Hardened keyways

*     Requires a Custom Key

Bow
Conical geometry
Integral frame track
Deep set teeth
High contact face
Serial numbered
Stainless pivot pin

Color Options
Blue
Gray
Pink
Yellow
Custom

Warranty
Limited Lifetime

Replaceable Lock Sets are also 
available in two and slip pawl 
designs.
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